A solution is presented for the nearly force-free magnetic field in the inner region of an accretion disc wind, well inside the Alfvén surface. This is matched to a dynamo-generated disc field and the consequences for the disc and wind structures are investigated. The radial and vertical structures of the disc are found, together with the essential properties of the wind flow. Solutions result for which the wind angular momentum loss is at least comparable to the viscous radial advection of angular momentum.
Accretion discs with magnetically influenced winds 397
The thin nature of the disc is characterized by the small aspect ratio h/ , where the disc surfaces are z = ±h( ) and dh/d 1. The large difference between the radial and vertical length-scales enables separation of variables to a good approximation.
The large-scale magnetic field is generated in the disc by a simple αω-dynamo, satisfying the equations
where η is the magnetic diffusivity and the primes, here and below, denote differentiation with respect to the relevant independent variable. The α-effect function is taken as
where is a dimensionless parameter related to the turbulence, and η is parametrized by
where
is the central plane sound speed and N α is a turbulent magnetic Reynolds number. The field components B and B φ , and the inflow speed v , can be expressed in the separable forms
where subscripts s and c denote surface and central values, 0 refers to the base of a field line at z = 0 and
To leading order
The magnetic field has dipole symmetry, as required for wind launching, with B and B φ anti-symmetric about z = 0. The function f φ (ζ ) obeys the equation
and
The boundary conditions are
The first two conditions arise from the anti-symmetry of B φ and B about z = 0, while the third condition is a result of the nearly force-free nature of the magnetic field well inside the Alfvén surface (see Campbell 1999). The quantities K and F are constant, with K 3 being the dynamo number. The induction equation yields
where i s is the angle that the poloidal magnetic field makes with the horizontal at z = h. The central plane inflow speed is The radial variations of the magnetic field components can be found from the induction equation, mass conservation, vertical equilibrium and (17). These give
k 1 is a separation constant andṀ is the accretion rate. The density and temperature have the separable forms
The quantities h( 0 ), T c ( 0 ), ρ c ( 0 ) and v c ( 0 ) can be solved for algebraically (see Campbell 2003) .
The thermal problem and vertical equilibrium lead to an integro-differential equation for f ρ (ζ ) given by
and k 2 is a thermal separation constant. The vertical dependent part of the angular momentum equation leads to
with I 1 given by (23) and
Equations (26)- (29) can be solved numerically to obtain f ρ (ζ ) and f T (ζ ). Equation (30) then gives f v (ζ ) for the vertical variation of the inflow.
T H E W I N D R E G I O N M AG N E T I C F I E L D
The wind flow region must be considered in order to calculate the angular momentum loss which plays a part in driving the disc inflow. This is related to the mass flux,ṁ, through the sonic point, and to the Alfvén point coordinate A . The quantityṁ 2 A is relevant to the wind angular momentum transport. Ideally, a full solution for the wind magnetic field and flow should be found, but this poses a presently intractable problem for magnetic winds (see Mestel 1999). However, it was shown by Campbell (2003) that the essentials of the disc wind can be found from conservation laws and consideration of the field structure between the disc and sonic surfaces. The quantitiesṁ and A can then be found and related to the disc structure.
If the wind angular momentum transport is to be at least comparable to the viscous transport, the sonic surface must not lie too far above the disc surface. Suitable sonic points have coordinates ( sn , z sn ) which satisfy z sn / sn 1. The poloidal magnetic field structure must be found for the region h z z sn , in order to calculate the sonic point coordinates andṁ. A simple parabolic field structure was used by Campbell (2003) , but this tends to over-estimate the field line curvature. The present analysis improves on this by solving the relevant equation to calculate the local wind field.
For the magnetic torque to be significant, the Alfvén surface must lie well beyond the disc surface. Magnetic stresses dominate material stresses at points for which ( A / ) 2 1, and then the magnetic field has a nearly force-free structure. The region between the disc and sonic surfaces satisfies this condition. The poloidal magnetic field can be expressed in terms of a flux function ψ m by
which gives components
The use of these components in the force-free condition J×B = 0 leads to the Grad-Shafranov equation
Equation (33) yields
and hence
Equation (36) then gives
and so
for an axisymmetric force-free region. The wind field must match the dynamo-generated disc field at z = h for all . The matching of the radial dependences is achieved by taking a flux function of the form
where C is a constant and ζ = z/h. Because h depends on , the derivative (∂ψ m /∂ ) z obtained from (39) should account for the variation of h in f (ζ ) as well as for the explicit variation 3/4 . However, it is shown below that the implicit variation is ignorable to leading order in h/ . The solution for h( ) is very nearly linear (see Campbell 2003) and so
whereK is a constant. It follows from (39) that
However, B z /B ∼ 1 is required for suitable wind flows and (h/ )ζ 1 for the region of interest. It then follows that only the first term in (41) can satisfy this, with f ∼ −(h/ ) f , and the small second term (h/ )ζ can be dropped to leading order. The variation of ζ with at constant z can therefore be ignored to a good approximation, giving
Equations (40) and (43) show that B z /B is independent of . Substitution of (39) into (35) leads to f − 15 16
Then using (39) to eliminate −3/4 gives the separated equations f − 15 16
where D is a constant. Integrating (45), and using the definition (36) for W, yields
where the negative root is taken to facilitate surface matching to the disc field. Using (39) for ψ m in (46) yields
Equations (42a,b) and (47) give the components of the wind magnetic field. Matching these to the components of the disc field at ζ = 1 determines the constants C and D.
Matching B z at the disc surface, using the wind field component (42b) with the scaling 
with B zs given by the disc field component (21). It follows from (16) and (17) that
Equating this to the surface value of (42a) gives
Substituting for the wind value of B φs from (47), noting thatK = h/ , then leads to
Another expression for f (1) follows from equating (17) to the surface value of (43) as
Equating (51) and (52) yields
, and the use of (16) enables this to be expressed as
The use of (49) and (53) for C and D, together with (40) and (43) forK and B z /B , in (42a,b) and (47) gives the wind field components in the force-free inner region as
Equation (44) must be solved to obtain f (ζ ) subject to the surface conditions (48) and (52). Solutions of interest here will have |B φs /B zs | < 1 and f ∼ 1, so the ratio of the the third to the second term in (44) will be ∼( /h) 2 D. Using (53) for D then gives this ratio as <0.2(B φs /B zs ) 2 , so it is a reasonable approximation to drop the third term in (44). The equation then reduces to
This is equivalent to ignoring J φ relative to the poloidal components of the current density. The poloidal magnetic field is then approximately current-free. The general solution of (57) is
where c 1 and c 2 are constants. Applying the boundary conditions (48) and (52) then determines c 1 and c 2 and leads to
The poloidal field line equations can be found by integrating
It follows from (10) for ζ that on field lines dz
Since dz/d ∼ 1 is required for suitable wind flows, it follows that for ζ ∼ 1 the last term in (61) can be ignored. Equations (43), (60) and (61) then yield
which integrates to give the field line equations
using f (1) = 1. It is noted that (62) remains valid if the higher order terms are retained in B z /B and dz/d in (41) and (61), since they cancel. It follows from (58) that k 1, so use of the quadratic Taylor expansion of (59) in (63) leads to the field line equation
valid for ζ /h. It follows that, to first order in h/ , the wind poloidal field is straight in this region. The curvature is a second-order effect, and the variation of h with in ζ = z/h must be accounted for at this order. It can be shown that the field line curvature changes from negative in the disc to positive in the wind. Hence the wind poloidal field slowly starts to collimate parallel to the vertical axis. The field lines must inflect as they pass from the disc to the wind region. The vertical length-scale of the horizontal field changes from ∼h in the disc to ∼ in the wind. A thin transition region will exist near z = h through which the vertical length-scale rapidly changes as the field lines inflect. The details of this region would involve a higher order problem and need not be considered for the purposes of the present work.
Noting that h/ is a constant which can be expressed as h( s )/ s , while ζ = z/h( ), the linear form of (64) is
The zeroth-order result s / = 1 can be used in the last term, giving the first-order result
T H E S O N I C P O I N T A N D W I N D M A S S F L U X
It was shown by Campbell (2002) that provided A 10 s and |B φs /B zs | < 1, the slow magnetosonic and sonic points are essentially identical. The sonic point can then be found from the condition of balance of the gravitational and centrifugal forces along the poloidal 
C O N C L U S I O N S
The disc-wind model presented here improves on that of Campbell (2003) in that it solves for the magnetic field in the inner wind region, well inside the Alfvén surface, in a way which is self-consistent with a force-free structure. The nearly straight geometry of the wind field means that greater bending of the poloidal field is necessary to ensure i s < 60
• . However, this requirement is easily accommodated with the dynamo solution used. The required wind mass flux results without the need to invoke a hot disc corona, photospheric temperatures being sufficient to allow material to surmount the potential barrier associated with reaching the sonic surface.
